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Sometimes, our World changes by tackling paradoxes. Research Laboratories and for-profit
entities are now frequently combining their efforts, by welcoming private budgets in public
research or by integrating an ethical research framework in private businesses. Our objective
with this White-Paper is, as a start-up, to help maximize the public impact of new technologies
for patients by creating new opportunities, new projects and discoveries emerging in our
scope, automated prediction.
Another paradox is trying to predict the unpredictable. Research in post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) aims to discover prodromal markers, that is, predictive biomarkers of
PTSD. Unfortunately, state-of-the-art results are not sufficient to predict chronic
PTSD earlier. We strongly believe that artificial intelligence (AI) could enhance or at
least perfectly complete the therapeutic arsenal we already use when confronted with a
patient- a person suffering from PTSD. To achieve this goal, multiple data sources exist,
and many types of algorithms pave the ways for many new possible directions.
Our goal here is the patient, a human person with a condition, which paradoxically is not
always an evident claim.
PTSD remains a clear and present challenge to diagnose and treat effectively. Increasing
diagnosis of PTSD patients reveals an ever-growing population affected by long-term PTSD.
New data and new algorithms come with promises to resolve another old paradox: 70% of
people who need treatment don’t receive it, are lost in the process of care and can’t be
monitored.
The complexity of early diagnosis and treatment of PTSD is influenced by the highly
personal and non-deterministic nature of the individual patient’s physiological and mental
makeup. Then prediction is where Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning provide new
avenues to overcome this ultimate paradox: we need to predict what we don’t fully
understand yet! The convergence of existing medical treatments and new tools in complex
decision-making is where MyndBlue sees an untapped opportunity: leveraging the
capabilities of predictive AI with inherent biomarkers to change the patient’s life.
We hope that the present White Paper will not only effectively contribute to better
support patients suffering from PTSD, but also lay the foundations of a new era for
machine learning in mental health, while creating a stimulating ground for new research
projects in this emerging field.
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3 Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) provide new
avenues to tackle complex diseases, specifically PTSD. Aside from the
intrinsic scientific difficulty of the problem, the main limiting factor
in leveraging the power of new tools in this field is the need to
create a new place to communicate between the different
communities involved to interact and exchange ideas. From the day
we extended the first invitations, we received enthusiastic feedback
from high level experts from world-renowned institutions. Our panel
is amazing and representative of all the domains that need to join
force to tackle PTSD: Psychiatry and Psychology, Mathematics,
Machine Learning, Genetics, Medicine and Biology. In order to trigger
fluid interactions and friendly dynamics between participants, we
created multidisciplinary subgroups focusing on different
problematics in treating the disease.
We have identified 4 distinct areas that need to be investigated:

1

Detecting and
forecasting symptoms
and phenotypes
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Challenging settled PTSD
knowledge with new
research approaches

One of the stake of this century is to master the new
flow of data that could restructure our validation
of patterns. Considering the vast choice we have
in data collection, and the enormous stream of
data associated to each of them, is it possible to
recover, at least partially, the experts’ phenotypic
classifications from data?

The aggregation of these various data types
possibly challenges the accepted classification.
Considering the data heterogeneity with potential
missing values, what contributions can ML or new
math analysis methods make to this classification?
How can we make these analyses robust to real life
situations, with limited data?
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Forecast the patient’s
response for treatment
selection

PTSD is mostly triggered in emergency situations
following a trauma where quick decisions are to be
taken based on a short data stream. To achieve
this, we need to explore more sophisticated
representations to analyze the course of the
disease. The impact could be huge giving more
reliable decision-making ahead of the treatment.

Integrating early detection
and prediction into the
process of care approaches

Psychiatry is a particularly sensitive topic, as the
intricate complexity of the human brain and
its environment is harder to comprehend than
other mechanistic medical conditions. What are
the specific risks and opportunities of these new
technologies in psychiatry? What is the risk of not
integrating AI prediction as is in the process of
care?

Each of the four areas will explore multiple questions related to the participants’ fields of
expertise, depending on the psychiatric requirements and knowledge, the scientific leads to
investigate the topic, their feasibility, and the ethical questions raised by the selected solutions.
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22-24
SEPTEMBER
2021
In the heart
of Paris,near the
“Tour Eiffel”:

Keynote by Pr Jerry
Rosenbaum, MGH, Harvard
"The Challenge of Understanding
and treating PTSD"
• 4 multidisciplinary groups
(Psychiatrists/AI/Militaries)
• 1.5 full days of brainstorming
• 0.5 day of report-outs

A Panel of 28participants
(4 remotly), including:
• 4 Pr of psychiatry, 2 psychiatrists,
2 psychologists
• 7 researchers on PTSD

Supported by the US Office
of Naval Research Global

• 7 Military representatives

Award N62909-21-1-2012

• 12 Pr/Dr in Math, ML, AI.
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5 Current Needs For All The
Domains Involved In The Creation
Of A Predictive AI In PTSD
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AI/ML Technical

Precise description of the data :
(types – numerical continuous or discrete - images,
related to time, populations), identify which data to
record and where (at home / in hospital, autonomic /
brain activity / genetics...)
Research algorithms to deal with missing and
corrupted data.
Models that handle a huge heterogeneity in data
sources and the chaotic nature of human timeline.
Get or generate databases that allow the comparison
of pre- and post- trauma for the same individual.
Go beyond classification/regression on clinical scales .
Discover new features, and new characteristics of
existing features, jointly with physicians.
Better understand the regulatory constraints (HTA
bodies (reliability and reproducibility of research),
RGPD requirements, European commission.

• Framing a clinical problem into a
machine learning framework, and
finding the proper algorithm with the
right amount of available data, and
the appropriate level of interaction
with the clinician.
• Can we use the already existing
databases or do we need to collect
new data types?
• Understand the regulatory constraints,
in term of reliability and reproducibility,
and how to be acceptable by society.

Create AI that is compatible with market context,
society, and acceptability of patients.

Psychiatry / Social Science

Rethink clinical classification to produce AI
compatible ground truth indicators: definition of
the disease, multiplicity of diagnosis and medical
opinions, lack of reliability of clinical
scales
(new mathematical models, new AI tools,
new measurement techniques,…)
Large unexploitable datasets exist and could possibly
enhance knowledge of the disease, but need
new techniques to be aggregated/ completed.
The time dimension of the disease needs to be
implemented in future algorithms, guided by clinical
knowledge using supervized learning classification
A joint effort between AI and psychiatry to refine the
question of prediction into specific ML algorithms :
(do we want to diagnose, forecast, model the disease?)

• Take advantage of AI tools to improve
our current knowledge of PTSD.
• Transform clinical questions into a clear
optimization problem: find the right
tools to deal with data heterogeneity,
missing data, multiple data types, etc.
• This needs a joint effort between AI
and Psychiatry that is compatible
with patients’ needs as well as
market context.

This will impact the nature, quantity and quality of
data required. Determine the amount of human
interaction/ intervention in the AI-based decision
process (find the most impactful ethical and
clinically acceptable solution).

Military Considerations

Generate objective markers to determine if a soldier
should get back to the field. Work on the stigma
on mental health and AI to enable the use of new
technologies for PTSD.
This would also help in data collection, either
administrative or medical data. Provide the relevant
training and education to use AI based tools.
Identify the target population, and have the
right implementation, considering security risks,
acceptability and usability issues.
Assess resilience training to improve military methods.
Take missing and corrupted data from army databases
seriously to avoid unnecessary bias.
Make subgroup analysis inside the military's cohorts to
improve treatment selection while making new
discoveries on PTSD. Produce a clear ethical and policy
framework for the use of AI in mental health in the
army.
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• Objective markers of PTSD: This would
help in clinical state assessment and
for the validation and improvement of
military resilience training.
• The solution has to be compliant with
security, acceptability, and usability by
the users.
• Need to develop clear technical
and policy frameworks for the
administration of the data.
• This requires a precise identification
of the target population to better fight
the stigma around PTSD.

6 Current Approaches In
The Different Fields Of Expertise
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Physician: Today, the diagnosis is made by expert consensus. But PTSD is a complex disease,
which has thousands of different phenotypical expressions. This means that the current
assessment relies on subjective data and expert interpretation. No objective data exists
to assess PTSD patients (questionnaires, gut feeling from the physician). It is likely
that the current description of symptoms is not reliable for the categorization of the
disease from objective markers.
The existing current categories, based on pre-AI era research don’t describe the
disease well enough. For instance, among many other leads, there is some
evidence that resilience is associated with brain structure, indicating that new data sources
can be aggregated in the decision-making process.

AI:

We have at our disposal a large variety of algorithms for diverse data sources (such as
natural language processing, voice analysis, neuro-imaging, etc.). There are also fields
of research, such as causal discovery, that study how to overcome the difficulties
encountered in medical applications where accurate explanations are required to use
an AI system. However, current research in psychiatry is based on commercial tools with
many limitations and lacks portability. Furthermore, data collecting can be expensive (for
instance in neuro-imaging), so there is no existing large labelled database, which can
constitute another limitation.
It can be interesting to use AI as a feature engineering tool to handle some particular
data types. For instance, for fMRI, using the last hidden layers of an image net as a feature
vector representing medical information, instead of hand crafted features.

What is the goal?

Physicians :
No objective data : questionnaires and gut
feeling Interpretation (expert filtering) or
subjective experience
Actual existing categories don’t describe
the disease well. Sometimes more persuasive
than informative. Expert consensus. Protocols
didn’t change much in the past years

Patient reporting

Interpretation

Prediction or model estimation?
Use of multi sources
(data structured by “blocks”)

PRECIPITATING

PREDISPOSING

BIO

• Genetic for
• Injury
mood anxiety • Recent
diagnosis
change in
• Substances
substance
use (alcohol)
use
• Physical
• Sleep
surgeries
• Sleep

• Substance use
• Treatment
• Non compliance • Cessation/
psychopharmaco abstinence of
• Pain
substance use
• Sleep
psychopharmaco
• Pain
• Sleep

• Early signs in • Perceived
personality
threat
• Psychological • Trauma
traits

• Lack of social
•
support
• Lake of resources •
• Loss of identity
• Lacks the
executive
capacity to
register and
address the
previous points

Observation

PSYCHO

ML/AI :
Visualization techniques, numerical features,
natural language processing
Limitation of available data from commercial
wearables and lack of portability
Lack of huge sample size already labeled
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PERPETUATING

PROTECTIVE

PTSD

Data collection

Ethical problems

Several models can describe
different outcomes

SOCIAL

• Early
disruption
• Traits

• Disruption
(«love»,
«work»)

Investment in
treatment
Adaptive
response (CBT,
CPT, ART, EMDR
exposure based
treatments)

• Social support

7 An ideal solution to solve PTSD:
blue sky ideas to challenge the status quo
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The ideal solution that clearly fits all the needs is for now still fictional and exists only in
science-fiction series such as Star Trek. Indeed, the Tricorder could generate large amounts
of objective data, a full and complete model of PTSD (or really, any disease). With such a
tool, we would have better measurements and more clinical information, improving
timing thanks to an early warning device. Moreover, this would provide an objective
diagnosis, and new leads to explore, validate, and optimize the medical treatment.
Furthermore, it would offer a full understanding of the recovery process and the
individual’s resilience.
This fictional technology would also close the gap
between human intuition expertise and the
computer objectivity by being fully
transparent and explainable. By its interactive
components it would achieve perfect
collaboration between AI and physicians. Using
it, we would know when to treat, how to
choose the treatment, when the treatment
is completed, and when the patient could be
considered as cured.
Finally, this adaptive universal tool built with
a learning algorithm could transform PTSD
prediction into a commodity available
everywhere and, thus, could sustain a universal
de-stigmatization.

I

II

Health contract based on efficiency
(Code per patient)

III

Human extended Intuition merged with
computing bjectivity

IV

Multisource, multi-outcomes,multilabels prediction. Ability to use
sparse / incomplete data

V

Technical support to physicians : Extended
usability & explainability / decision design.
User facility must be considered. Transparent
algorithms

VI
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A complete tool to monitor the whole
pathway with reliable timeline including
early-warning, treatment completion,
resilience/recovery and return to duty

Find new ways to look at the data: Enable
discoveries of new patterns and structures
in the data through autonomous learning
engines

VIII A future centralized system ?
Other expertise
start up eco system
e.g. imagery, web
design....

Doctors feed
contextual data
for inhouse and
external
patients

In house
Patients
Data sharing fuel AI
and lead to
cooperation

New Patients / Doctors data

8 Open questions and remarks,
technical limitations, medical
and ethical points
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To develop this ideal medical tool, the research community needs to answer multiple
open questions, including the necessity and desirability of using AI to predict PTSD in
the first place. For instance: are we ready to use objective tools in order to decide
about meaningful services for someone having predisposal factors? How to measure
the level of trust from prediction? What is the ideal ratio level in confidence versus
uncertainty?
Among the main interrogations appears the utility of available data that should serve a
clinical purpose and help refine the clinical requests and objectives. For now it
seems we have to explore more versatile data sources to gather other forms of
knowledge. Then will we be able to develop a general algorithm to treat
multiple sources of data simultaneously?

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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How can we expand the diagnostic criteria of PTSD, and is there a
will to do this?
What would be the most impactful objective? Automate diagnosis?
Learn new diagnostic criteria? Create early-warning systems?
Screening and selection systems? Behavioral characterization system
(that could be used in other contexts)? New treatment modalities?
Is there an alternative to the tools from the field of AI?
How can we find the minimal parameters to measure in order to have
a reliable prediction?
How can we quantify a prediction's level of trust?
Can we discover clinically relevant subgroups in military/civilian
PTSD?
How can we make a fair and ethical decision when automating
mental health, since giving a diagnosis affects the patient’s life in
many ways?
How can we automate the complex flow of information and queries
the psychiatrist uses to make diagnostics?
Can we generate meaningful artificial datasets to expand our
corrupted and partial databases?
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10 PTSD as an unknown
phenomena
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Are phenotypes too conceptual? Indeed, we know that the use of gold standard
clinical scales and phenotype classifications in daily practice is supported on the
human side. Clinical decisions are based on observations that ultimately found the
prognosis. Even if the list of PTSD symptoms is admitted consistent with the unicity
of all the clinical entities in the current nosology, long time difficulties in defining
and classifying mental illness are well known.
Now, facing the incredible diversity of new types of data and the fact that new data
acquisition techniques emerge every day, the need changes to define their role
practically before trying to build prediction. AI offers a huge promise
to potentially make rediscoveries and reexplanations and then reliable forecasts.

Symptoms
seems to be
the tip of an
Iceberg that
we can’t sill
embrace
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11 Is the Grail finally
the data ?
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What data do we need? More data doesn't seem be the solution at first because new
data has the potential to complexify our understanding of PTSD. For example,
psychological states frequently evolve across time without being congruent with a
linear and deterministic approach. This specific apperception of temporality takes a
step aside the intuitive logic of a cause-effect response.
Furthermore, looking at past comparative studies, predictive attempts using public
databases have revealed to be often unusable. In the PTSD approach, data
could always be incomplete and we’ll have to use them that way. The highlight
here is that only the expert has the capacity to design and to label their value
with AI. Knowing where and when to use the right data could be the foundation
of novel systems.

Novel systems
should identify
when and how
to target the
right data at
the right source
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12 An unclear role
of AI black boxes
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Today’s AI is still
too limited to
offer a
trustworthy
solution directly
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1.
2.

the discovery of multiple correlations in the hidden parts of nature,
and the human adaptation to complexity.

To avoid the double black box effect – a black box AI can’t explain a black box brain new ways of research should be described using ML tools. And at first, some questions
should be answered: how to augment human expert to process more information? How
to design AI specifically to predict the evolution of a still unpredictable system while
humans are able to manage and forecast better than a machine?

=/=
Psychiatry
social science
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Data science
ML / AI

• Prediction is expected step by step

• Forecast is viewed as a long term tool

• Smart monitoring / augmented clinics

• Full pattern description /identification

• Clinicians want usability first

• Scientists want explainability first

• Patient is the heart of the job

• Data are the center of the job

• Diagnostic is based on clinical scales

• Diagnostic is computational

• Illness states expresses with symptoms

• Symptoms define the whole of the illness

• Patient's evolution is the ground truth

• Ground truth = objective patterns

• Cure/worsening is never the limit

• Cured is to be defined as the limit

• Resilience,radical evolution are learned

• Linearity wins over polynomial complexity

• Prognosis based on clinical information

• Prognosis = understanding dynamics
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KeyNotes and Foreword:
• Pr Jerry Rosenbaum, Psychiatrist-In-Chief Emeritus, Professor at Harvard Medical
School- Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH). Director of the Center For Anxiety And
Traumatic Stress Disorders (CATSD)
• Dr Dennis Sarmiento, MD, Psychiatrist, Colonel Medical Corps, U.S. Army

Remote Participants:
• Dr Timothy Bentley, Program Officer, U.S. Office Of Naval Research, Warfighter Protection
• Dr Hayley J. Davison Reynolds, Aeronautical Systems And Applied Psychology, Massachusetts
Institute Of Technology (MIT)
• Dr Marti Jett, Senior Scientist, U.S. Army Medical Research And Development Command,
Walter Reed Army Institute Of Research
• Dr Thomas Quatieri, Senior Staff Mit Lincoln Laboratory And Faculty at The Harvard-MIT
Speech And Hearing Bioscience And Technology Program

Psychiatrists:
• Pr Eric Bui, Professor of Psychiatry at the University of Caen Normandy & Caen
University Hospital, President of the International Society for Traumatic Stress
Studies. Adjunct Investigator at the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH)
• Pr Bertrand Lahutte, Chief Psychiatrist, French Army Health Services (SSA)
• Pr Charles Gheorghiev, Chief Psychiatrist, French Army Health Services (SSA)
• Dr Emeric Saguin, Psychiatrist, French Army Health Services (SSA)

Experts:
• Dr Keren Doenyas, M.D., Ptsd Researcher, Shamir Medical Center, Israel
• Dr Kelly Risko, Science Advisor, Aviation And Missile U.S. Army Devcom - Atlantic U.S. Army
International Technology Center, Us Embassy In France
• Dr Patrick P Rose, PhD Chief Scientist – Americas, Europe, Africa
Program Manager of Bioindustrial Manufacturing & Design Ecosystem (BioMADE)
Office of Naval Research Global, London
• Jean Baptiste TRHIN, International Cooperation French Ministry Of Defense
• Dr Eric S Vorm, U.S. Naval Research Laboratory. Lead Evaluator Of The Darpa Explainability Program

Scientists AI/ML/Math:
• Dr Claire Boyer, Researcher In The Laboratory Of Probability, Statistics And Modeling
(LPSM), at Sorbonne University
• Julio Cardenas, Ph.D. Candidate In Geophysics And Deep Learning at Sorbonne University
• Pr Frederic Chazal, Scientific Head Of The Data-IA Institute. Research Director at INRIA
• Dr Christophe Denis, Associate Professor In Mathematics & Computer Science at the
Laboratory Of Sorbonne University
• Dr Pierre-Antoine Guiheneuf, Associate Professor In Mathematics, Jussieu Institute Of
Math at Sorbonne University
• Pr Steve Oudot, Professor At Ecole Polytechnique, Research Scientist at INRIA In Persistence
Theory
• Dr Michele Sebag, Research Director at CNRS, University Paris-Saclay, Machine Learning
And Causal Modeling
• Dr Erwan Scornet, Assistant Professor at The Center For Applied Mathematics (CMAP) at
Ecole Polytechnique

MyndBlue:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Dr Denis A Fompeyrine, CEO. MBA, Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology
Dr Sylvie Lafosse, COO. MBA, Pharm.D
Dr Nicolas Ricka, Lead Data Scientist. Ph.D. in Mathematics
Dr France Rose, Biomedical Data Scientist. Ph.D. in Computational Biology, ENS
Gauthier Pellegrin, Project Engineer. MSc in Applied Physics, EPFL
Phillipe Nobile, Partner BCG
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